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Abstract
Day by day securing communication over network problems are
increased like unauthorized access, checking spam mails, access
permissions. Whenever in the network communication is there,
in this the sender sends file and server or firewall (gateway) may
check contents of the file for security purpose. Public key
encryption technique provides better solution in this case by
creating searchable cipher texts for boosting the process of search.
In the technique of searchable symmetric encryption sender can
upload file to receiver’s server in encrypted format with extracted
keyword in encrypted format only and receiver can download file
by searching the keyword. In this technique the receiver doesn’t
want to give permission to the server to decrypt the files. In this
paper we are giving a new technique in which sender can upload
files to the server with encrypted content and receiver is able to
search by giving content searchable cipher texts. In this
technique receiver is also able to report spam mails to the server
after observing the contents of the file. As in previous techniques
searching from large database is lengthy process but in this
technique we are keeping the search time linear with the total
number of the contents.
While implementing the creating content searchable cipher texts
for reporting spam mails we are using Searchable Public-Key
Cipher texts with generating Hidden Structures (SPCHS)
algorithm in which semantic security of content doesn’t reveal
and we are creating different hidden star like structure for
keeping track of same content and fast searching of content. Our
concept is receiver is checks the file it may contains malicious
things and it may harm the system in this case receivers system is
under risk so he will report such files as spam files and server
will have ability to block such files coming to the system. Finally
we propose content searchable cipher texts generation for
checking spam mails.

Keywords: Hidden star structure, content searchable cipher
texts.

1. Introduction
Information security plays vital role in the development of
the internet. For protecting the information one of the best
techniques is public key encryption technique. The
growing use of mobile phones, tabs and other wireless
devices allow users to access their mails, data and files
from any location.

For sake convenience user may store their data on to
their remote servers rather on their machine and for the
security and confidentiality purpose they are storing the
data in the encrypted format. But it makes difficult to
retrieve encrypted documents from server. Suppose an
example if server is having bunch of mails for one receiver
then it difficult for server to such data with specific
keyword or subject in case of mails. In this situation public
key encryption with keyword search works.

1.1 Public Key Encryption for Keyword Search
Among all security technic public key encryption is most
effective one. Users are using different handheld devices to
check their emails or data and according to keywords given
in the mail server has to forward the mail to appropriate
devices. With the email we except small numbers of
keywords or mail id itself can work as keyword. This type
of mobile email facility is provided in [1] and currently
everybody using it also.
Now suppose sender sends the keyword and email in
encrypted format by using receiver’s public key to the
server then server will face problems while routing the
messages. In his privacy violation will happen in case of
mobile project. PEKS’s[ ] goal is that providing ability to
the server to check the keyword in the email without
knowing the rest of the things contained in the email. In
this case receiver can give some keywords to search to the
server and nothing about the rest of mail details. Let us
discuss this system in detail. First sender sends message in
encrypted format and then appends it with public key
encryption with keyword search for each keyword.
Encrypting message M with keywords K1,K2,….,Kn with
receivers R public key then,
E Rpu (M) || PEKS(R pu ,K1),…….,PEKS(R pu ,Kn)
In this encryption receiver will give some sort of
trapdoor Tw to the server with ability to check for certain
keyword of his own choice is present or not. With the
given PEKS(R pu ,K/) and the trapdoor Tw server can check
the K=K/. For this whole process there will be no any sort
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of communication between the sender and receiver. If
K≠K/ then server will not learn anything about rest of
message. In such way sender create only keyword
searchable encrypted keywords with receiver’s public key.
In whole this process the search time is depends on the
total numbers of cipher texts.to

1.2 Creating Hidden Relations
For getting higher results in the search performance
without sacrificing the semantic security of data in the
PEKS we can use hidden tree like structure provided in [2].
Usually keyword space without high minentropy. Semantic
security is very important for keeping privacy of keywords
in such type of applications. In previous schemes sever has
to check each and every cipher text and requires more time
for searching as every cipher text is alike to the server. To
overcome from this in PEKS without sacrificing semantic
security can organize these cipher texts in hidden tree like
structures. With these hidden relations the search over the
given cipher texts becomes fast.
Head

E(K1)

E(K1)

E(K2)

E(K2)

E(Kn)

E(Kn)

is clear that the search time is linear with the actual
numbers of the cipher texts in the chain from the queried
keyword.
For keeping the proper semantic security this tree like
structure is not disclosing other relations to the server.
Each sender of data is having ability to generate the
keyword searchable cipher texts with these hidden
relations with the receiver’s public key and the trapdoor
should keep the partial relations disclosed. With this we
can keep the semantic security in the Public key encryption
with keyword search.

1.3 Our work
We are working formally for the public key encryption
with content search by keeping semantic security with the
help of hidden relations to report spam mails. If any mail
coming to the system contains the spam mail so filtering
this spam mails is also equally important thing. In the
previous techniques work focus on the keyword search we
want to keep our track for the content search.in this new
concept content searchable cipher texts are generated by
the sender by using the receiver’s public key and with the
help of content searchable cipher texts trapdoor another
partial relations can easily get find to guide further search.
In this semantic security is for both content and hidden
relations are defined.
Suppose for sender sends the message M with
appending the encrypted content C(C1,C2….,Cn) with
receiver’s public key pu. We are calling it as public key
encryption with content search.
E Rpu (M) || PECS (R pu , C1) ,……., PEKS(R pu ,Cn)

E(K1)

E(K2)

E(Kn)

Fig -1: Hidden tree like structure for searchable cipher texts.

Especially from Fig-1 in this technique keywords
forms a branches of tree by corresponding hidden relations
and there is also link present between head and first cipher
text. With the help of trapdoor and the head the server will
find the matching keyword from the relation. Moving
forward for the next keyword for search will be disclosed
by the previously found word and will guide all searching
process for finding next keyword. And for this technique it

The next step is to create the content searchable
hidden relations like in the PEKS. This new concept
receiver will give content searchable cipher texts to the
trapdoor and if mail contains any encrypted malicious
contains then can filter the spams mails. No doubt this
concept will keep the semantic security of the content
searchable cipher texts and any hidden structures.
The formation of the PECS with semantic security we
have to keep secure ids of receiver. In the Identity-Based
Key Encapsulation Mechanism (IBKEM) the sender is
encapsulating the key with the ID of receiver and buy of
course the this ID can be decapsulate to obtain actual key
and now sender gets the key K. But if any third party
comes with ID/and tries to obtain this K/. There are two
views for this, 1. Receivers side is unknown about the K
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and K . 2. In the PBKEM technique the sender is having
information about the ID/ and K/.

2. Related Work
The work for Symmetric key encryption technique with the
keyword search is given by many researchers in the [4] and
their refinements are given by [5], [6] with keeping search
time linear with all cipher texts in the database. The next
refinement by Curtmola et al.in [3] proposed the technique
in which multiuser can send the queries to the server for
searching the keyword and also proved that the semantic
security with logarithmic search time. Bao F., Deng R. H.,
Ding X., Yang Y [7]. Their research discovers that in the
current system content encryption is subject to the user
privacy attacks. Then they proposed new technique in
which we can privately broadcast encryption to protecting
the user privacy. They developed the broadcast scheme in
private manner with active attacker’s privacy protection
guarantee.
The next technique in [8] by Waters B. R built the
audit logs in the encrypted form that can searchable. In the
technique developed by the Chase et al. [9] proposed
technique to encrypt the structured data and secure
searching method on that data.
In the PEKS extension work Abdalla M [10]
proposed a new methodology works for construction of
verifiable functions with randomization. They are deriving
these functions from identity based key encapsulation
mechanism. In the next research of Park D. J., Kim K., Lee
P. J [11] works on the public key encryption with keyword
search and proposed a new technique of searching
keyword with conjunction without leaking information to
the server. The same sort of work with some extension is
given in [12], [13]. The same technique with time search
proposed in [14], [10], authority search [15], [16] and
search based on subset in [17]. The similarity search is
proposed by Cheung D. W. [18] is based on fuzzy identity
based encryption. The proposed technique in Arriaga et al.
[19] again works for the fuzzy keyword search by using
trapdoor. They are providing the same fuzzy keyword
search trapdoor and can be shared by two or more keyword
and in this technique the search time of keyword is keeping
liner with the number of cipher texts.

on protection of data which is being searched but the chain
structure given in the paper is not totally hidden from the
server and my get catches. Bellare et al. [21] proposed a
technique for efficient keyword search with deterministic
public key encryption (PKE) by formalizing strongest
security mechanism. Same technique extended by
Brakerski Z in [23] with some security enrichments but
still facing problems of semantic security.
Peng Xu [2] proposed new methodology of PEKS
with semantic security with creating hidden tress for fast
searching of keywords. With this technique they are
constructing the new algorithm based on the random oracle
model.

2.1 Limitations with Existing Systems with Solution
In the existing technique the work has been done on the
Keyword search with keeping semantic security. Work has
been done on the fast searching of keyword by creating
chain like structure also. But there is scope for
implementing public key search for content by generating
cipher texts. Such type of content searching is useful for
filtering spam mails and preventing unauthorized access.
With this scope in this paper we are proposing architecture
for the generating content searchable cipher texts for
filtering the spam. While working on this we are working
with the same technique used in the [2] for content
searching.

3. Proposed System
Public encryption technique with the cipher text
works with the content search the architecture is shown in
the Fig-2.In this architecture it is more suitable to work
with multiple senders in the system. In this scenario work
flow is as flows,
1. The various senders will produce the encrypted file
by using the receiver’s public key and upload this file to
the server.
E Rpu (Message)

In the technique proposed in Chase M [9] considered
the problem of encrypting structured data so that the query
searching process is effective and efficient. They are also
providing the chain like structure creation for fast
searching. Extension to this work is provided in [20] works
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ERpu (M) || PECS (Rpu, C1) ,……., PEKS(Rpu,Cn)

Received
Searchable
Cipher
texts of
Content

C1
C2

Creating
Hidden
Relations

Cn

Send: Searchable Content Cipher texts

Sender-1

Notification: Spam Mail
Give Content
for file search
with Tw
Send: Searchable
Content Cipher texts

Receiver
Response: Cipher
texts of required
content

Sender-2

Send: Searchable Content Cipher texts

Sender-n
Fig -2: System Architecture

2. The Senders will also send some sequential
keywords or content like with encryption to the server C1,
C2…., Cn) for example any sequential keywords for
example “Urgent Basis Requirements For Post” and this
whole will not reveal anything to the server.
PECS (R pu , C1) ,……., PEKS(R pu ,Cn)
3. The receiver at other side will send a simple secrete
key Tw to the server and this will give ability to the server
to locate all messages with specific content but nothing
else. Receiver will create this Trapdoor with his private
key and server simply sends relevant emails according to
search.
4. In next step the server is creating the hidden
relations according to the content. Server will produce the
one tree like structure for fast processing of contents.

5. If in the some cases the sender’s security key gets
revealed then forward security concept get applied over
here. In this cipher texts on hidden relations will be
confidential and server keeps it track for creating new
cipher texts only.
6. With the backward security technique sender asks
for the new structure initialization by using initialization
algorithm and this structure is totally independent of the
previous structure.
7. Next server will provide the generated cipher texts
to the receiver according to his search and the searching
time is liner with the actual size of content which is
queried.
8. Receiver will check the content and if he/she thinks
that the content of the mail is spam then the same go
towards the server. Receiver will notify the server for spam
mails and not to intenerating same mails in future. Server
will keep track of such messages give restriction to the
sender. In this whole process there will be no any
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interaction between the sender and receiver is there. Search
time is linear with the queried content by the receiver.
[2]

Construction is as flows for the algorithm as follows.
Given PECS has following setups keyGen, PECS,
Trapdoor (Tw), Test
1. Setup: In this phase keyGen algorithm will
generate
Rpu = Rpr. The master key will be Rpr.

[3]

2. PECS: first compute PECS (Rpu, C1) and output
will be
PECS (Rpu, C1),……., PEKS(Rpu,Cn)

[4]

3. Trapdoor (Rpu, C1): Output TW for searching the
keyword.

[6]

4. Test (Rpu, C1, Tw): let C1 = (A;B).
Test if H2(E(Tw,A)) = B. if this valid then Yes
otherwise no.

[7]

[5]

[8]

4. Conclusions
This paper works on the public key encryption with the
content search with semantic security provision. This
technique allows creating content searchable cipher text
with generating hidden tree like structure. The trapdoor
with another side provides the facility to disclose another
part of the hidden relations to guide the searching process.
The PECH generates content searchable cipher texts with
hidden relations. The search complexity is linear with the
queried content can be maintained with this architecture.
Such type of work is useful for the filtering the spam mail
and authorizing the access. Thought this process ant thing
will not get reveal to the server.
In the future scope one can work on the retrieval
of complete verification with the PECH scheme by
forming the hidden relations.
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